ACCELERATE YOUR EDUCATION
5 YEARS. 2 DEGREES.

COMPLETE YOUR BACHELOR’S DEGREE AND A FOCUSED MASTER’S PROGRAM IN A TOTAL OF FIVE YEARS.

FAST
Typically, earning a master’s degree takes two years. But with Binghamton’s accelerated degree programs, you can earn your master’s degree with just one extra year of classes. You’ll combine your bachelor’s degree with a master’s degree and finish both in five fast years.

SMART
Amp up your earning power and take your résumé to the next level. On average, a master’s degree can earn you $10,000 more annually than a bachelor’s degree. In some fields, the salary increase can mean an annual difference of $20,000.*

Plus, adding another level of education puts more jobs and opportunities within your reach.

AFFORDABLE
By finishing faster, you’ll save a full year of tuition dollars. Plus, you’ll pay undergraduate tuition rates for your graduate classes during your fourth (senior) year.

CONVENIENT
Blaze ahead — from undergraduate to graduate studies — with the quality education you’ve come to expect. You’ll keep connected with your friends and faculty, and you’ll have the advantage of knowing your way around campus and town.

HOW IT WORKS
You finish the coursework for your bachelor’s degree in a little over three years. In your fourth year, you combine bachelor’s- and master’s-level courses. In your fifth year, you are admitted to the Graduate School and focus solely on graduate work.

Take the Binghamton experience to the next level. Plan your coursework early and apply for an accelerated degree program.

Learn how to apply at www.binghamton.edu/grad-school/fast-track.

*Statistics based on information reported by the U.S. Census Bureau
FIND YOUR FIT! BINGHAMTON OFFERS OVER 50 ACCELERATED BACHELOR’S /MASTER’S DEGREE OPTIONS.

MS in Accounting or the MBA
The School of Management educates and trains students for leadership positions. MS accounting students learn up-to-date accounting theories and analytical techniques and apply their knowledge to real-world situations. MBA students participate in one of the most progressive programs in the Northeast, which develops them both professionally and academically.

- Any Harpur BA or BS + MBA
- Accounting BS + MS
- Accounting BS + MBA
- Management BS + MBA
- Any Engineering and Applied Science BS + MBA

MS in Engineering, Computer Science or Systems Science
Master’s programs in our Thomas J. Watson School of Engineering and Applied Science prepare graduates for employment in the technical professions, combining a firm grounding in fundamentals, opportunities for practical application and an appreciation for liberal learning.

- Computer Engineering BS + Electrical Engineering MS
- Computer Science BS + MS
- Electrical Engineering BS + MS
- Industrial and Systems Engineering BS + MS
- Industrial and Systems Engineering BS + Systems Science MS
- Mechanical Engineering BS + MS

Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT)
The Graduate School of Education prepares caring, competent educators who are dedicated to their profession and to diverse learning communities. Bring a solid grounding in theory and practice, social critique and transformative action to the world of professional teaching.

- Biological Sciences BA + Biology MAT
- Chemistry BA + MAT
- French BA + MAT
- Geological Sciences BA or BS + Earth Science MAT
- Mathematical Sciences BA + MAT
- Physics BA + MAT
- Spanish BA + MAT

MA or MS in Arts and Sciences
The liberal arts master’s degree strengthens students’ intellectual skills and general knowledge, providing training that transfers across professional contexts. In a world where what one needs to know is constantly changing, a liberal arts education teaches students how to ask the right questions and consistently generate the best answers.

- Anthropology BA/BS + MA
- Anthropology BA/BS + Biomedical Anthropology MS
- Art History BA + MA
- Asian and Asian American Studies BA + MA
- Biological Sciences BA + MA/MS
- Chemistry BS + Materials Science MS
- Economics and Finance BS + MA
- French BA + MA
- Geography BA + MA
- Italian BA + MA
- Philosophy BA + MA
- Philosophy, Politics and Law BA + Philosophy MA
- Physics BS + Materials Science MS
- Spanish BA + MA

Master of Public Administration (MPA)
The MPA program facilitates intellectual development, promotes scholarship and integrates the theory and practice of public administration. Graduates are positioned to excel in public and nonprofit administration. They possess the ethics and values to meet the highest professional standards and foster an institutional culture that advances democratic administration and governance with an international perspective.

- Asian and Asian American Studies BA + MPA
- Economics BA + MPA
- Environmental Studies BA + MPA
- French, Spanish, Italian BA + MPA
- Judaic Studies BA + MPA
- Philosophy, Politics and Law BA + MPA
- Political Science BA + MPA
- Theatre BA + MPA